Kalmar K-Motion.
All the power.
40% less fuel.
Training for technicians and operators.

Get the most from K-Motion everyday.
K-Motion is an innovative drive train system that helps you dramatically reduce your fuel bill
and emissions without compromising on the power that you need for day to day operations.
To make sure that you get the most from K-Motion we have designed a number of courses for
both your technicians and machine operators. Each course is designed to help the participant
optimise their machines performance and to make sure they are benefiting from the great fuel
savings that K-Motion technology can achieve.
There are three courses for you to choose from, two for your technicians and one for your operators.
Technical training for
reachstackers with K-Motion.

Advanced technical training
on K-Motion transmission.

Operator training for
reachstackers with K-Motion.

Course reference: 204-010
Course duration: 2 full days

Course reference: 356-003
Course duration: 1.5 days

What you will learn:
You will be technically trained on
how to measure the effectiveness
of K-Motion compared to other
reachstacker transmission systems.
Focus will be on the KDCS Kalmar Distributed Control System,
hydraulic system, wiring diagrams
and troubleshooting. This will be
a mix of theoretical and hands-on
training.

What you will learn:
This course consists of 1 day
of classroom learning, followed
by half a day of hands on
practical application putting into
practice what you have learnt
on a reachstacker. You will learn
about the CVT and Power-split
technology, the K-Motion drive
train with HVT transmission, HVT
functionality and control, HVT
service and maintenance and
HVT troubleshooting.

Course reference: 504-003
Course duration:
Dependant on participants.

For more information or a quote contact
your local Kalmar support team.
Kalmar Training Academy
Kalmar Training Academy is the global technical training department
for Kalmar mobile equipment. We provide technical training for Kalmar
employees, dealers and end customers all over the world. The skills we
teach are based on our long experience. Training courses take place
at the Kalmar Training Academy, Kalmar Training Centres or at our
customer’s own site. Our goal is to always offer training courses that
meets the needs of our customers.
For more information, go to the Kalmar Training Academy
website kta.kalmarglobal.com or contact your local Kalmar
support team www.kalmarglobal.com/contacts

What you will learn:
This course is a mixture of
theoretical and hands-on training
for operators of reachstackers using
K-Motion. Your operators will learn
new driving techniques, ways to
optimise fuel consumption, what
they should be inspecting each day
and what new error codes mean.

